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Abstract. We present COHIBIT, an edutainment exhibit for theme parks in an
ambient intelligence environment. It combines ultimate robustness and simplicity with creativity and fun. The visitors can use instrumented 3D puzzle pieces
to assemble a car. The key idea of our edutainment framework is that all actions
of a visitor are tracked and commented by two life-like guides. Visitors get the
feeling that the anthropomorphic characters observe, follow and understand
their actions and provide guidance and motivation for them. Our mixed-reality
installation provides a tangible, (via the graspable car pieces), multimodal, (via
the coordinated speech, gestures and body language of the virtual character
team) and immersive (via the large-size projection of the life-like characters)
experience for a single visitor or a group of visitors. The paper describes the
context-aware behavior of the virtual guides, the domain modeling and context
classification as well as the event recognition in the instrumented environment.

1 Introduction
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) refers to instrumented environments that are sensitive
and responsive to the presence of people. Edutainment installations in theme parks
that are visited by millions of people with diverse backgrounds, interests, and skills
must be easy to use, simple to experience, and robust to handle. We created
COHIBIT (COnversational Helpers in an Immersive exhiBIt with a Tangible interface), an AmI environment as an edutainment exhibit for theme parks that combines
ultimate robustness and simplicity with creativity and fun. The visitors find a set of
instrumented 3D puzzle pieces serving as affordances. An affordance is a cue to act
and since these pieces are easily identified as car parts, visitors are being motivated to
assemble a car from the parts found in the exhibit space. The key idea of our edutainment framework is that all actions of a visitor, who is trying to assemble a car, are
tracked and two life-like characters comment on the visitor’s activities. Visitors get
the feeling that the anthropomorphic characters observe, follow and understand their
actions and provide guidance and motivation for them.
We have augmented the 3D puzzle pieces invisibly with passive RFID tags linking
these items to digital representations of the same (cf. [9]). Since we infer particular
assembly actions of the visitors indirectly from the change of location of the instru-

mented car parts, the realtime action tracking is extremely simplified and robust compared with vision-based approaches observing the behavior of the visitors (see also
[10]). The COHIBIT installation provides a tangible, (via the graspable car pieces),
multimodal, (via the coordinated speech, gestures and body language of the virtual
character team) and immersive (via the large-size projection of the life-like characters)
experience for a single visitor or a group of visitors. Our installation offers ultimate
robustness, since visitors can always complete their physical assembly task, even if
the RFID-based tracking of their actions or the virtual characters are stalled. As
Cohen and McGee put it, such hybrid systems “support more robust operation, since
physical objects and computer systems have different failure modes” (cf. [1], p. 44).
Thus, the ambient intelligence provided by the situation-aware virtual guides can be
seen as an exciting augmentation of a traditional hands-on exhibit, in which the visitors do not see any computer equipment or input devices.
The fact that visitors in our AmI environment are not confronted with any computing device contrasts the work described here with previous work. Like our system,
PEACH (cf. [8]) and Magic Land (cf. [6]) both use mixed reality approaches for edutainment in museums, but the PEACH user must carry a PDA and the Magic Land
user must wear a HMD to experience the mixed reality installation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present an overview
of the instrumented edutainment installation. Then we focus on the distinguishing features of our approach: Section 3 concentrates on the context-aware behavior of the
virtual guides, while Section 4 focuses on the domain modeling and context classification and Section 5 deals with the event recognition in the instrumented environment. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Instrumented Edutainment Installation
The COHIBIT installation creates a tangible exploration experience guided by a team
of embodied conversational agents (cf. [5]). While the visitor can fully engage in the
manipulation of tangible, real world objects (car pieces), the agents must remain in
the background, commenting on visitor activities, assisting where necessary, explaining interesting issues of car technology at suitable moments and motivating the visitor
if s/he pauses for too long. Since turn-taking signals (speech, gesture, posture) from
the visitor cannot be sensed by our AmI environment, the agents must infer from the
sensor data (car pieces movement) and from the context (current car configuration
constellation, current state of the dialog) when it is a good time to take the
turn/initiative and when to yield a turn, probably interrupting themselves.
The exhibit requires interaction modalities that allow us to design a natural, unobtrusive and robust interaction with our intelligent virtual agents. We use RFID devices
for this purpose. This technology allows us to determine the position and the orientation of the car pieces wirelessly in the instrumented environment. The RFID-tagged
car pieces bridge the gap between the real and the virtual world. By using tangible objects for the car assembly task, visitors can influence the behavior of the two virtual
characters without necessarily being aware of it. The RFID technology does not restrict the interaction with the exhibit to a single visitor. Many visitors can move car

pieces simultaneously making the car assembly task a group experience. The technical set-up of the AmI environment (see Figure 1) consists of:
• Ten tangible objects that are instrumented with passive RFID tags and represent
car-model pieces on the scale 1:5. There are four categories of pieces: (a) two front
ends; (b) one driver’s cab, including the cockpit as well as the driver and passenger
seats; (c) two middle parts providing extra cabin space, e.g. for a stretch limousine;
(d) five rear ends for the following body types: convertible, sedan/coupé, compact
car, van and SUV.
• A workbench and shelves: The workbench has five adjacent areas where car pieces
can be placed. Each area can hold exactly one element and the elements can be
placed in either direction, i.e. the visitor can build the car with the front on the left
and the rear on the right hand side or the other way around.
• A high-quality screen onto which the virtual characters are projected in life-size.
(We use state-of-the-art characters and CharaVirldTM, the 3D-Player of Charamel.)
We project also a virtual screen which is used to display technical background information in the form of graphics, images, and short video sequences.
• Three cameras facing to visitors and mounted on the ceiling for realtime detection
of visitor presence.
• A sound system for audio output in the form of synthesized speech feedback. (The
audio output is provided by a unit selection based Text-To-Speech system.)

Fig. 1. Overview of the interactive installation prototype.

The installation runs in two modes. The OFF mode is assumed when nobody is near
the construction table. A visitor approaching the table is being detected by the ceiling
camera and lets the system switch to ON mode. The idea behind these two modes is
based on our experiences with CrossTalk – a self-explaining virtual character exhibition for public spaces [7]. In the OFF mode the virtual characters try to capture the attention of potential visitors. They talk to each other about their jobs and hobbies while
making occasional references to the situational context (i.e., the current time of day,
the outside weather, upcoming events). Making references to current real world conditions creates an illusion of life and establishes common bonds with the visitor’s
world.

When the visitors enter the installation, the system recognizes their presence and
switches to ON mode. The virtual characters welcome them and explain what the
purpose of the exhibit is and encourage the visitors to start with the car assembly task.
In the following construction phase visitors can remove pieces from the shelves and
put them on the workbench. They can also modify a construction by rearranging
pieces or by replacing them with other elements. In the ON mode the virtual characters play various roles, e.g., as guides, by giving context-sensitive hints how the visitor can get the construction completed; commentators and expert critics, by accompanying the assembly process through personalized comments on the visitors’ actions
and on the current task state; motivators, by encouraging the visitors to continue playing; tutors, by evaluating the current state of the task and providing additional background information about car assembly. Figure 2 illustrates the visitor’s experience in
our AmI exhibition space by showing the three basic phases of the ON modus (welcome, construction and completion).

Fig. 2. Examples of visitor actions and corresponding character behavior.

3 Creating Context-Aware Behavior of the Virtual Guides
In the COHIBIT installation, the characters’ verbal and non-verbal behavior is defined as a function of the visitors’ actions and the current state of the construction.
The characters should be able to react instantly (e.g., by interrupting their current
talk), adapting their conversation to the current situation. At the same time, we must
avoid that their comments and explanations become too fragmented and incoherent as
they react and interrupt each other. Commenting every move would be boring or even
irritating. Instead, the system has to pick significant events like a soccer commentator
who does not comment on every move of the many players on the field but selects
those events that are most significant for the audience. Our design guidelines for the
mixed-initiative interactive dialogue were developed by aiming at three major goals:
(1) believability, (2) assistance, and (3) edutainment.
Believability means to strengthen the illusion that the agents are alive. One means
to achieve this is to let the agents live beyond the actual interaction in what we call
the OFF mode. If no visitors are present, the two agents are still active, engaged in
private conversation. Thus, from a distance, passers-by take them for being alive and,
as an important side-effect, they might be attracted to enter the installation [4]. In ON
mode, believability is created by making the agents react intelligently to visitor actions, i.e. being aware of the construction process and knowing possible next actions
to complete the car assembly. The second goal is that of assistance concerning the car
assembly task. Although it is not a difficult task, observation of naïve visitors showed
that the agents’ assistance can speed up the task by identifying relevant car pieces,
giving suggestions where to place pieces and how to rebuild configuration constellations that can never result in a valid car model. The third goal is to convey information in an entertaining fashion on two domains: cars and virtual characters. Both topics arise naturally in our AmI environment. The car pieces serve as a starting point for
explanations on topics such as air conditioning or safety features of cars. Virtual character technology is explained mainly in the OFF mode, during smalltalk, but also in
the ON mode. For example, if the same situation has occurred so often that all prescripted dialog chunks have been played, the characters react by apologizing for using
only a limited number of pre-scripted dialog contributions.
3.1 Scenes and Sceneflow
The installation’s behavior is defined in terms of structure (sceneflow) and content
(scenes) [2]. The sceneflow is modeled as a finite state machine (currently consisting
of 94 nodes and 157 transitions) and determines the order of scenes at runtime using
logical and temporal conditions as well as randomization. Each node represents a
state, either in the real world (a certain car construction exists on the workbench) or in
the system (a certain dialog has been played). Every transition represents a change of
these states: e.g., a visitor places another piece on the workbench or a certain time interval has passed. Each node and each transition can have a playable scene attached to
it. A scene is a pre-scripted piece of dialog that the two agents perform. Our 418
scenes are defined separately from the sceneflow definition in the form of a multimodal script which contains the agents’ dialog contributions, gestures, facial expressions

and optional system commands (e.g., displaying additional information on the virtual
screen). Scenes can be edited by an author with standard text processing software.
The major challenge when using pre-scripted dialog segments is variation. For the
sake of believability the characters must not repeat themselves. Therefore, the multimodal script allows for context memory access (identifier of the relocated car piece,
session time, current date and weather situation) and making scenes conditional (play
a scene only on a Wednesday or only between 9:00 and 11:00 am). The contextual information is verbalized at runtime. In addition, we increase variation by blacklisting:
already played scenes are blocked for a certain period of time (e.g., 5 minutes), and,
variations of these scenes are selected instead. For each scene, we have 2-9 variations
that make up a so-called scene group. Scene groups that need a high degree of variation are identified by analyzing automatic transcripts of real-life test runs for high
density of scene groups. In case that all scenes of a scene group are played, a generic
diversion scene is triggered that can be played in many contexts. Various sets of such
scenes exist where the agents comment on the current car piece, the number of today’s visitors, the current weather etc. As a third strategy for variation, long scenes
are decomposed into smaller sections that are assembled at runtime based on the current conditions and blacklisting constraints.
3.2 Design Optimization Based on User Studies
In an iterative development approach, the system was tested repeatedly with 15 naïve
visitors at two different stages of development to identify necessary changes. In these
informal tests, an evaluation panel, including research staff and members of the theme
park management, observed the visitors (including groups of up to three) who interacted with the system to check on system performance and robustness under realistic
conditions. A number of visitors were interviewed by the panel after the test. Critical
discussion of our observations and the interviews led to essential changes in the prototype’s interaction design:
• Visitors are grateful for instructions and assistance. Some visitors seem to be afraid
of doing “wrong” in presence of fellow visitors → Focus on the assembly task first
(concise comments), assist where necessary, tell about more complex issues later.
• Visitors move multiple pieces at once. Multiple visitors even more so. The system
is bombarded with many simultaneous events → Introduce lazy event processing
as a form of wait-and-see strategy (see Section 5).
• Visitors memorize only few facts presented as background information being too
busy with the assembly task. → Give in-depth information at points of “natural
rest” (car is completed), and visualize the information using multimedia.
• Visitors may be more interested in the agents than in the car. They try to find out
how the agents react to various situations like “wrong” car piece combinations. →
Include “meta-dialogs” about virtual character technology to satisfy these interests
and cover a large range of “error cases” to give the visitor space for exploration.
The user studies led to strategies for deciding when the agents should start speaking
and for how long, based only on the knowledge about the current visitor action and
the state of the dialog. A piece being placed on the workbench is a possible time to

start talking because the visitor (1) may expect the agents to talk (many visitors
placed a piece on the table and looked at the agents expectantly) or (2) may need assistance on how to continue. However, starting to speak each time a piece is placed
could irritate visitors focused on the assembly task. Consequently, (1) depending on
the visitor’s assembly speed (number of actions per time unit) we give a lengthy, short
or no comment and (2) we let the agents interrupt themselves as new events arrive. To
make the interruption “smooth” we insert transitory scenes, which depend on the interrupted speaker. For example, if agent A is being interrupted, agent B would say:
“Hold on for a second.” Alternatively, agent A could say: “But I can talk about that
later.” An even more important time to initiate talking by the agent is when a car is
completed. Depending on the context, (a) the completed car is described as a “reward” for correct assembly or (b) a certain aspect of the car is explained in-depth or
(c) a recommendation for another exhibit is given. As our system is based on probabilistic state transitions, the density of information given at the various stages of the
interaction can be easily adapted according to user studies.

4 Domain Modeling and Context Classification
As mentioned in Section 2, there are ten instrumented pieces that the visitors can use
to build a car. Elements can be placed on each of the five positions on the workbench
in either direction. This leads to a large number of possible configurations, totaling
802,370 different combinations! The RFID readers provide the AmI environment with
a high-dimensional context space. It is obvious that we cannot address each configuration individually when planning the character behavior. On the other hand we need
to be careful not to over-generalize. If the virtual exhibit guides would just point out
“This configuration is invalid.” without being able to explain why or without giving a
hint how this could be rectified, their believability as domain experts would be diminished, if not destroyed. We use a classification scheme for complete and partial constructions that consists of the following five categories:
1. Car completed: a car has been completed (30 valid solutions).
2. Valid construction: the construction can be completed by adding elements.
3. Invalid configuration: an invalid combination of elements (e.g., driver’s cab behind
rear element).
4. Completion impossible: the construction cannot be completed without backtracking
(e.g., driver’s cab is placed on an outermost workbench position where there is no
possibility to add the rear)
5. Wrong direction: the last piece was placed in the opposite direction with respect to
the remaining elements.
An important concept in our classification scheme is the orientation of the current
construction (car pointing to left or right). The orientation is determined by the majority of elements pointing in the same direction. If, for example, two elements point to
the left but only one element points to the right then the current overall orientation is
“left”. The current orientation can change during construction. Workbench configurations that only differ in orientation are considered equivalent. Using the concept of

orientation the agents can assist if pieces point in the “wrong” direction by saying:
“Sorry, but we recommend flipping this new piece so it points in the same direction as
the other pieces.”.
In many cases only the category of an element needs to be considered and not the
instance. A category is denoted by F for front element, C for cockpit, M for middle
element, and R for rear element. Each configuration context is represented by a construction code that has a length between one and five. Empty positions on the left and
on the right hand side of the placed pieces are omitted and empty positions between
pieces are marked with a hash symbol. The construction code F#M, for example, describes a state in which a front element and a middle element are placed somewhere
on the workbench with an empty position between them. If the user remains inactive
in this situation the agents will take initiative: “May we propose to put the cockpit in
the gap between the front end and the middle piece.”. The construction code is orientation-independent. Configurations on the workbench are treated as equivalent if they
have the same construction code. The car type is defined by the construction code and
the rear element used. A roadster, for example, has the construction code FCR and the
rear of a convertible. Using the available pieces, visitors can build 30 different cars.
If the visitor produces erroneous configurations we only evaluate the local context
of the configuration, which comprises the neighboring positions of the currently
placed piece. The error code FR#, for example, describes a situation in which a rear
element has been placed behind a front element. This configuration is invalid since a
front element must be followed by a driver’s cab. Here, the agents will help: “We are
sorry, but you have to put first the cabin behind the front, before placing a rear
piece.”. The evaluation of the local context can also result in an error situation, where
a completion is impossible.
The three concepts current orientation, construction code, and local context enable
us to reduce the combinatorial complexity by classifying each configuration context
into five distinct categories. The construction code and the error code can be seen as
succinct descriptions of the current situation on the workbench. They provide enough
context information to react intelligently to the current state of the construction.

5 Recognizing Events in the Instrumented Environment
The system’s sensors consist of cameras and RFID readers. Sensory data is interpreted in terms of visitor actions (RFID readers) and visitor arrival/departure (cameras). Visitor actions consist of placing and removing car pieces to/from the workbench. Since these actions eventually control the way the characters behave, the major
challenge is how to process the raw sensory data, especially if many actions happen at
the same time (multiple visitors moving multiple pieces).
The processing of the sensory data has 2 phases: (1) mapping of the visitors’ actions onto internal transition events, and (2) updating the representation of the current
car construction. In terms of transition events, we distinguish four types that are
ranked in a specific priority scheme:
1. Visitor appeared: visitor has entered the installation.
Visitor disappeared: visitor has left the installation.

2. Car completed: visitor has completed the car assembly.
Car disassembled: visitor has disassembled a car by removing a piece.
3. Piece taken: visitor has removed a piece from the workbench.
Piece placed: visitor has placed a piece on the workbench.
4. Piece upheld: visitor is holding a piece above the workbench.
The events visitor appeared and visitor disappeared have the highest priority since
they trigger ON and OFF mode. The events car completed and car disassembled have
the second highest priority since they trigger the transitions between the construction
phase and the completion phase in the sceneflow. The other three events are used in
the construction phase to trigger scenes in which the characters comment on the current state of the construction, give in-depth information about the used pieces and
hints on how to continue. We use this priority scheme to decide which transition
events are considered for further processing, e.g., if two visitors move pieces simultaneously. If the first visitor completes the construction of a car and the second visitor
places another piece on the workbench shortly afterwards, the characters start commenting on the completed car instead of the single unused piece.
The generation of transition events is followed by the classification of the current
state of the construction using the five categories in our domain model (cf. Section 4).
In addition, context information like the category, instance, and orientation of the currently placed piece, the number of pieces on the workbench, the overall creation time,
the number of errors so far is updated. This context information along with the transition event is stored in an action frame. In a last step, the action frame that contains the
transition event with the highest priority is selected for further processing. Transition
events are used to branch in the sceneflow graph and context information is used in
the selected scenes. The decision when to handle the next event is an integral part of
our dialog/interaction model and explicitly modeled in the sceneflow (cf. [3] for more
details). This enables us to keep the comments and explanations of the characters consistent and to balance reactivity and continuity in their interactive behavior.

6 Conclusions
We have presented COHIBIT, an AmI edutainment installation that guides and motivates visitors, comment on their actions and provides additional background information while assembling a car from instrumented 3D puzzle pieces. The fact that visitors
in our AmI environment are not confronted with any computing devices contrasts the
work described here with previous work in which visitors have to deal with additional
hardware to experience the mixed reality installation.
The system is currently fully implemented and will be deployed in a theme park at
the beginning of 2006, using professionally modeled car pieces and exhibit design.
Although we have already conducted various informal user studies during the development of the various prototypes, the actual deployment will give use the opportunity
for a large-scale empirical evaluation.
In future work we intend to exploit the full potential of the vision module
by recognizing visitors approaching or in the near of the exhibit to invite and encourage them to visit the installation. The computer vision module could also be used to

determine whether the visitors are looking at the characters or are engaged in the car
assembly task, in order not to interrupt. A further issue we plan to investigate is the
appropriate dealing with groups of individuals interacting with the system. A prerequisite for this project is the ability to track many visitors during the whole time they
are on the exhibit.
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